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Abstract: Social Media is getting more attention now a days.
People are highly influenced by comments, tweets etc. to increase
their popularity. Opinions offer organizations to analyze the
thinking of the people towards the success of the movie. In this
paper we have taken a twitter dataset to explore the sentimental
analysis using algorithms Naïve Bayes and K Cross Validation in
R Programing [10]. Our implementation results shows that K
Cross validation provides the accuracy followed by Naïve Bayes
formula.

Index Terms: Naïve Bayes algorithm, K-Fold cross
validation, Data Analysis using R.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this era of modernization, we always think of the
popularity of movie. But the popularity of the movie depends
upon the reviews of the people. Once the movie world
introduces the movie to the theatres, we check the popularity
of the movie through the reviews of the people [1]. These
reviews play an important role for the movie and the industry
which has produced it. It is not possible to go through every
review because we have very less time to take the next step.
And in this point a sentimental analysis plays an important
role. Sentimental analysis is an application of mining. It is
basically the process of categorizing the sentiments or
opinions from a text. In sentiment analysis there are only two
decisions positive and negative which make people to like or
dislike the movie, or to know us that the movie is best or
worse.
People will currently post reviews of product at
merchandiser’s sites and categorical their views. On
nearly something in discussion forums and blogs, and at
social network sites. Now if one wants to buy a product,
one is no longer limited to asking one’s friends and
families because there are many user reviews on web [15].
In this paper we get the sentiments from the twitter dataset.
To perform sentimental analysis we need to decide that which
algorithm makes our work easy and better than other
algorithms [2]. And here we provide a clear method to know
the analysis of the dataset and here we decide to propose the
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methods i.e. Naïve Bayes and K Cross Validation. By using
this we can observe comments that are seemingly to
represent spam considering some indicators: a
discontinuous text flow, inadequate and vulgar language
or not associated with a selected context. Our approach
depends on machine learning algorithms [14].
The user contributions to social media vary form web
posts, tweets, reviews and photo etc. An outsized quantity
of the info on the net is unstructured text. Opinions
expressed in social media in type of reviews or posts
represent a crucial and fascinating space value
exploration and exploitation. With increase in
accessibility of opinion resource like film reviews, tweets,
web reviews, the new difficult task is to mine the giant
volume of texts and devise appropriate algorithms to
grasp the opinion of others[1].The result will be clearly
visualized at further discussion of the paper.
In this paper we analyze the following using the three steps
given below:
[3]Data Collection and Pre-processing: The user
contributions to social media vary form web posts, tweets,
reviews and photo etc. An outsized quantity of the info on
the net is unstructured text. Opinions expressed in social
media in type of reviews or posts represent a crucial and
fascinating space value exploration and exploitation. With
increase in accessibility of opinion resource like film
reviews, tweets, web reviews, the new difficult task is to
mine the giant volume of texts and devise appropriate
algorithms to grasp the opinion of others[1].As we have
given large number of dataset, the accuracy of the mining
depends upon the dataset which we had given for training. To
increase the efficiency of the model we pre-process the
dataset as per our requirements like omitting the unnecessary
things like punctuation, white stripes etc.
Mining: In a tweet message, a sentiment is sent in one or
other passages, that are rather informal, as well as
abbreviations and typos. Finally, a significantly giant
fraction of tweets convey no sentiment whatever, like
advertisements and links to news articles, which offer
some difficulties in knowledge gathering, training and
testing[5].Two main algorithms we have used here is K fold
cross algorithm and [15] Naïve Bayes which are implemented
and evaluated.
Result: The accuracy of the given algorithms is retrieved
from the model by performing sentiment analysis [4] on the
twitter movie dataset using R Programming. These results are
visualized using charts.
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this section we take the overlook of some of the papers
which has already done some related work on this:
[1] The purpose of this study is to analyze the
performance of sentimental analysis in the words of accuracy,
precision and recall. In this work they compared the Naïve
Bayes algorithm and K Nearest Neighbor Algorithm. Also
they used Chi Score test to score the words.
[2] The authors create the structure which divides
the positive and negative assessments of each feature in the
corpus. The framework comprises of two stages, first stage is
to recognition of sentiments [5] and second stage is relative
scoring for each and every element.
[3] According to the idea of psychology, human
mood derived from the primordial social activities,[6] and
a positive or negative mood will influence one another
among one community it is being observed that machine
learning techniques for sentimental analysis for movie
reviews are successful the features which have been picked
up had a sensational impact on precisions of classifier.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A. Data Input:
There are 2 ways that to enter input to the film review
sentiment analyzer. The number is exponentially rising
with the growing quality of twitter website. Sentimental
analysis has created it potential to research the moods of
someone. It will facilitate North American nation to
determine the positive, negative [7].One by providing a list
of reviews in JSON file format or by providing TMDB ID of
film title. [7]In case of TMDB ID a TMDB JSON API is
utilized to fetch and store reviews in MySQL Database.
[6]After fetching reviews first ten reviews for a specific title
are utilized by the system for sentiment analysis.

C. Identify Sentence Polarity:
After extracting all options and opinion word, it’s terribly
simple to find the polarity of the sentence. Sentence polarity
follows the same rules as arithmetic expressions. A negative
sentiment contains all negative opinion words and positive
sentiment contains all positive opinion words. A negative
sentiment might contain a positive opinion word. For
Example: “This picture story isn’t good” sentence in a picture
review. During this sentence, “good” opinion word is of
positive polarity however “not” may be a negative word.
Therefore, the general polarity of this sentence will be
negative.
D. Identify Review Polarity:
Whole review polarity depends on variety of total positive or
negative sentences found in a review. Although reviews
concerning merchandise and services are extravagantly
offered on web, choosing relevant info needs a possible
purchaser to pay a major quantity of our time reading
reviews and removing comments unrelated to the vital
aspects of the reviewed entity [8].
If the amount of positive sentences is larger than the quantity
of total negative sentences then review polarity are positive.
Similarly, a review polarity are negative if the quantity of
total negative sentences is larger than the quantity of positive
sentences.
E. Classification of Review:
Once, review polarity is calculated. The percentage of review
polarity and polarity (positive or negative) are classified and
saved for further analysis. One in all the plain challenges in
classifying matter in film reviews is that sentiment words
usually relate to the elements of a films instead of
reviewer’s opinions [9].With additional analysis, workplace
collection will be expected and overall performance of show
may be predicted.

A. Part of Speech Tagging:
POS is employed to clear up a sentence so as to extract
features from a sentence. In POS tagging every words
labelled, it is used to verify word position within the
grammatical context.POS tagging helps to seek out
nouns,phrases,verbs,adjectives in a very sentence. After POS
Tagging there’s a bit likelihood selected word may be a
discarded word for feature choice and opinion words. Most
of previously microblog sentimental analysis focuses on
twitter and particularly in English.[13] However, the
analysis of Chinese microblogs has some notable
variations thereupon of twitter.
B. Features and Opinion Words Extraction:
All the opinion words are chosen from the sentence. The
system extracts all nouns, noun phrases, verbs and adjectives
from the film review and compares with the present list of
words. These words are classified on the basis of their
polarity. For Instance “good” word is a positive polarity. On
the opposite hand, options are chosen on basis of variety
time’s incidence of opinion words. If opinion word is an
event in review over the edge price then it’s more options list.
For this method API is trained just for film reviews with the
keyword and the phrases wordbook which has “good acting”,
solid story” and “awesome action”.
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Fig 1.Flowchart of sentimental Analysis
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This model is implemented has given us good outputs along
with the accuracy that is proposed by the system. This
segment demonstrates the aftereffects of various tests that I
executed. Here the dataset we are collected for the
experiment is the link given in the reference. To begin with,
the consequences of pre-preparing are appeared. These
outcomes are trailed by consequences of the component
determination and characterization .these consequences of
the component determination and the order are joined since
they can’t be isolated from each other. The order calculation
needs the components to group, and the element choice does
not accomplish significant outcomes without the
arrangement. With the explosive growth of user generated
messages, Twitter has become a social website wherever a
lot of users will exchange their opinion. Sentimental
analysis on twitter knowledge has provided a cost
effective and effective thanks to expose opinion timely
that is important for deciding in numerous domains [12].
The details of the project experiment is as follows :
Here, we have taken a twitter movie dataset where there are
1000 tweets, these tweets consists of both positive and
negative tweets.
We used two algorithms, analyzed which performs better. We
have taken the same data set for both the algorithms and the
outputs were analyzed depending upon their accuracy and
efficiency. The two algorithms are Naïve Bayes algorithm
and K Fold Cross validation.
The first thing we have to do is Data Pre-Processing. This
helps in improving results through the classified algorithms.
It includes the following steps:
1. Remove empty rows.
2. Change the text to lower case. This is required as the
programming language interprets the words differently [8].
3. Tokenization: In this every entry in the corpus will be
broken into set of words.
4. Remove a stop words, Non-Numeric and perform word
stemming.
After the data is pre-processed we then split the model into
train and test data set. This is done to find how important a
word in document is in comparison to the corpus. Now, the
final step includes running the two classification algorithms
to classify out data check for accuracy. We perform the
following operations on both the classification algorithms:
The arrangement utilizing Naïve Bayesian is done as takes
after to start with, every one [1] of the tweets and marks are
passed to the classifier. In the subsequent stage, highlight
extraction is finished. [14]Presently, both these separated
elements and tweets are passed to the Naïve Bayesian
classifier. At that point prepare the classifier with this
preparation information. At that point the [1] classifier dump
record opened in compose back mode and highlight words
are put away in it alongside a classifier. After that the
document is close.
The accuracy result shown by Naïve Bayes algorithm is:
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Fig 2.Accuracy Result
The confusion Matrix and statistics using Naïve Bayes
Algorithm are:

Fig 3.Confusion matrix and statistics using Naïve
Bayes

Fig4.Accuracy for overall data

Fig 5.Confusion matrix for class

Fig 6.Confustion matix for overall result
The graphical visualization of the experiment is described by
taking X-axis as class label and Y-axis as number of
comments:
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Twitter becomes throughout the following couple of years.
Be that as it may, as far as long haul improvement [2] or
research, the capacity of the twitter API to pull information
[2] that is more established, ought to be created and in
addition another online networking [2] API's so that
estimation examination could be performed over some
stretch of time, particularly in the domain of sociologies
where specialists could enquire into social and political
movements of sentiment on the web-based social networking
locales [15]. Similarly the absence of progress in feeling after
some time on a few issues may be worth seeking after as a
point of research for twitter slant examination. The
convenience of such an opinion analyzer would take into
account an intriguing examination of social and political
issues.
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